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1

Introduction

Early supplier involvement 共ESI兲 has emerged as a good practice in New Product Development 共NPD兲 to ensure that vital product and process technologies that suppliers frequently possess can
be incorporated into the product design 关1–3兴. ESI in NPD is not
only imperative and beneficial 关4兴, but also a big challenge 关2,5–
7兴. Empirical investigations within world-wide manufacturing industries indicate that there are wide variations in ESI adoption and
different factors have varying effects on the choice of adoption
approach 关1兴. Furthermore, a recent survey conducted by Culley
et al. 关8兴 with UK manufacturing industries indicates that ESI has
not been widely applied despite its perceived benefits. One of the
reasons may have been the lack of sound theory or methodology
and pragmatic tools or techniques.
Over the last few years, a web-based framework called WeBid
has been developed to facilitate the adoption and implementation
of ESI in NPD. The WeBid project first focuses on addressing
Contributed by the Engineering Informatics Committee for publication in the
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which supplier should be involved and then how it should be
involved. Because of limited space and our intended focus in this
paper, interested readers have to be referred to our previous papers
关9–11兴 for more comprehensive descriptions and discussions
about the WeBid system and methodology and review of relevant
literature. WeBid is also available at http://www.digiprise.org/
webid/ together with this case study. This paper presents a real-life
case study about the tendering process of designing and developing a video conference system 共VCS兲, to demonstrate how the
WeBid system and methodology can be used to determine which
supplier should be involved.

2 Tendering Process for the Video Conferencing
System
In this case study, a video conferencing system 共VCS兲 is considered as a new product that is developed in one of the teaching
laboratories of an educational institution. The VCS is not only
used for holding meetings in international networks, but also for
the online teaching and learning as well as online plant monitoring
purposes. Therefore, the system has more requirements than an
ordinary video conferencing system. Several sub-systems must be
selected and incorporated in the VCS system. This case study
looks into the tendering process of selecting and evaluating potential vendors of the sub-systems in retrospective terms. This case
study is based on all the materials 共minutes of meetings, order
forms, bid invitations, tender submissions, etc兲 recorded by the
person who was responsible for coordinating the project. The key
purpose is to assess the appropriateness of the WeBid system and
its underlying methodologies in real-life environments and then
identify the directions for further improvements.
2.1 Top-Down Design of VCS. The WeBid system adopts a
top-down approach of product development. The VCS customer
breaks the total VCS system into subsystems. Specifications are
then defined for each subsystem. Bids are invited from potential
suppliers for subsystems instead of the entire system. After received all the subsystems, the VCS customer puts together the
subsystems to form the total VCS system. WeBid provides a BOM
共Bill of Materials兲 editing facility for the user to define subsystems by the top-down approach. This BOM plays an important
role as a product-oriented interface between the customer and suppliers.
2.2 Creating the Bid Model for All VCS Subsystems. In
this case study, all the subsystems are bought from suppliers. That
is, they are all ‘‘Buy’’ parts. Therefore, a bid model must be defined for each of the ‘‘Buy’’ subsystems. WeBid provides the Bid
Explorer for the purpose of defining the bid models. The model of
design specifications represented as a hierarchical tree structure is
taken as the common basis of the customer-supplier interface—
the Bid Model. Design specification items are known as inquiries
in the bid model. It is the basis for them to negotiate on the terms
of collaboration. The process of preparing the bid model is the
process of making inquiries between the customer and suppliers.
The Bid Explorer of WeBid actually supports such collaborative
definition of the bid models by both the customer and multiple
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potential suppliers. What inquiries and how many inquiries should
be defined depend completely on the specific project.
2.3 Inviting and Submitting Bids. Once the customer and
supplier have agreed upon the general items 共inquiries兲 in the bid
model, they may start define their requirements and capabilities
quantitatively, respectively. The process of quantifying inquiries
by the customer is called ‘‘inviting bids’’ and the quantified inquiries are called customer requirements. Similarly, the process of
quantifying inquiries by the supplier is called ‘‘submitting bids’’
and the quantified inquiries are called supplier capabilities. Both
processes can be called bidding. The procedures of both inviting
and submitting bids are the same. For each inquiry in the bid
model, the value or value range is specified using the facilities
provided in the Bid Explorer. The process repeats until all the
inquiries are considered.
The tendering process taken in this case study is simple,
namely, the customer publishes its requirements and interested
suppliers then follow the same bid model to submit their capabilities. The main advantage of this approach is that the supplier can
understand and utilize the detailed information about the bids as
soon as the customer inputs it. Its drawback is obviously that the
supplier may exaggerate its capabilities after knowing the customer’s specification.
The process of preparing supply capabilities is exactly the same
as the process for the customer to prepare its requirements as
discussed in the preceding section. In this case study, two suppliers were interested in providing VCS subsystems, Supplier A and
Supplier B. The video conferencing system contains seven components. Both of the suppliers were interested in all the subsystems and provided their capability values for each subsystem.
Whether or not a supplier is entering authentic capability values is
not a problem in this case study because the values have been
collected from retrospective documentation resulted from the actual tendering process. WeBid system does not address this common problem. However, the confidence index indirectly monitors,
most likely to be inadequate, the supplier performance against its
historical capability values.
2.4 Calculating Partnership Indices. After the customer
requirements and suppliers’ capabilities are defined, WeBid calculates four types of partnership indices: Satisfaction Index 共SI兲,
Flexibility Index 共FI兲, Risk Index 共RI兲, and Confidence Index
共CI兲. In this case study, CI is not relevant because this VCS system was just a project not repeated within the organization. The
results are shown in Fig. 1. Our discussions are mainly based on
Satisfaction Index 共SI兲.

3

Results and Discussions

Figure 1 presents the overall SI, FI and RI for the two suppliers
and seven subsystems respectively. In general, both suppliers
achieved high SI, and low FI and RI on all subsystems. The difference between the SI of the two suppliers ranges from 0.05 to
0.16 for the seven subsystems. It must be said that such difference
is not significant enough for the analysts for the VCS customer to
make clear-cut choices of the supplier for the seven subsystems.
3.1 Making Purchase Decisions From WeBid Results
The SI are far more significant than other two types of FI and RI
in this case study. For this simple reason, the purchase decisions
are made in terms of the satisfaction indices without considering
the other two. Supplier B seemed to outperform Supplier A in
terms of the six subsystems including ISDN Interface, Television
Set, Color Monitor, Solid State Color Camera, Video Cassette
Recorder, Digital Video Camera, Video Signal Selector, except for
one subsystem ‘‘the Color Monitor’’. This is summarized in the
fourth column of Table 1.
3.2 Comparing With the Actual Purchase Decisions. According to SI from WeBid, only one component 共color monitor兲
should be purchased from Supplier A and the remaining six com364 Õ Vol. 3, DECEMBER 2003

Fig. 1 Overall partnership indices for seven subsystems

ponents should be bought from Supplier B. In comparison with
the actual purchase decisions in the last column of Table 1, five
subsystems were actually purchased from Supplier B and two
from Supplier A. Decisions for four components are the same
between the actual and WeBid decisions, resulting in accuracy of
60% between the WeBid and actual results. They include the
ISDN interface, the solid state color monitor, the digital video
camera and the video signal selector.
However, there are three components which are not actually
selected as the indices results. They are the television set, the
color monitor and the videocassette recorder. This represents 40%
discrepancy between the WeBid and actual results. Naturally, a
question can be raised regarding which result is more reliable?
In order to address the above question, it is necessary to examine the bid models used in the case study. The ‘‘Cost’’ inquiry was
not included in any of the seven bid models built for the seven
corresponding subsystems. The reason for not including the
‘‘Cost’’ in the bid model was because the VCS customer does not
want to set a target cost threshold at the time of preparing the bid
invitation when costs are not usually available. Instead, the VCS
Table 1 Summary of the Results

ISDN Interface
Television Set
Color Monitor
Solid State Color
Camera
VCR
Digital Video
Camera
Video Signal
selector

SI of
Supplier A

SI of
Supplier B

WeBid
Result

Actual
Result

0.76
0.73
1
0.88

0.86
0.86
0.9
0.93

Supplier B
Supplier B
Supplier A
Supplier B

Supplier B
Supplier A
Supplier B
Supplier B

0.83
0.75

0.99
0.88

Supplier B
Supplier B

Supplier A
Supplier B

0.88

1

Supplier B

Supplier B
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Table 2 Summary of the Prices for Each Component

ISDN Interface
Television Set
Color Monitor
Solid State Color Camera
VCR
Digital Video Camera
Video Signal selector

Supplier A 共HK$兲

Supplier B 共HK$兲

120,000
13,068
5,014
2.594
2.797
14,400
4.200

50,000
16,225
4.455
3,828
2.915
13,046
1.375

customer required all the potential suppliers to include the price
quotations in their bids, and decided to consider the ‘‘Cost’’ item
after all the bids were received. A reasonable price level would be
established after examining all the bid submissions.
If the two actual price quotations listed in Table 2 are examined, it can be found the three discrepancies took place against the
subsystems that the selected supplier tended to provide at lower
prices. Another question can be asked here regarding what would
be the WeBid result if the ‘‘Cost’’ 共or ‘‘Price’’兲 inquiry had been
included in the bid models? Would the WeBid result be the same
as the one actually purchased?
In order to address this question, let us assume an average of
the price quoted by both Suppliers A and B as the target threshold
value that the VCS customer would enter into the WeBid system
as the ‘‘Cost’’ inquiry. This would result in an extreme satisfaction
index of 1 for the ‘‘Cost’’ inquiry if the supplier’s price is under
this threshold, and 0 otherwise. The overall satisfaction indices
would be updated accordingly, as listed in Fig. 2.
From the new overall satisfaction indices, we can observe the
three changes: Television Set Color Monitor and Solid State Camera. The first two changes are consistent with the actual purchase
decisions.
The last change in ‘‘Solid State Camera’’ from Supplier B to
Supplier A is triggered by the cost consideration, and is inconsistent with the final purchase decision. An explanation to justify the
final purchase decision is that the development team might have
placed an emphasis on the technical inquiries over the cost inquiry
in the partnership model for the ‘‘Solid State Camera’’ subsystem.
In the case study, however, equal weightings have been assumed.
Another explanation is that the original purchase decision was not
the best. Anyway, the differences between the Satisfaction Indices
for both suppliers with and without consideration of the cost inquiry are very marginal, as can be easily observed from Fig. 2.
Finally, WeBid result still indicates a preference of Supplier B
over Supplier A even after considering the cost factor, with a
marginal difference of 6% for the ‘‘VCR’’ subsystem. One explanation is that the development team might have placed an emphasis on the technical inquiries over the cost inquiry in the partnership model for the ‘‘VCR’’ subsystem. Another explanation is that
the original purchase decision was not the best. Perhaps Supplier
is better than Supplier A for VCR.

Fig. 2 Comparison of Overall Satisfaction Indices before and
after considering ‘‘Price’’

4

Closure Comments

This paper has presented a case study of using the WeBid system and its underlying methodologies for the design and development of a Video Conference System whose subsystems have all
been purchased through a rigorous tendering process. Generally
speaking, the results from the case study have shown the overall
validity and strengths of the WeBid constructs and their webbased implementations while its general validity should be tested
with more case studies. On the positive side, the decisions derived
from the WeBid results are more or less consistent with the actual
purchase decisions, especially with the general tendency. Compared with the real tendering process, one of the most important
benefits demonstrated in this case study is the significant reduction in the time of the tendering process achieved after using the
WeBid system and approach. By rough estimation, the process can
be reduced from about one month to about one week. That means
that the time is reduced by about 75%. Most of the activities are
processed on the Internet, thus significantly reducing the amount
of paperwork, document handling processes and communication
共e.g. mail posting兲 times.
To conclude the paper, the pragmatism and simplicity of the
rigorous constructs built in WeBid system and approach has been
the most important requirement for this research project to strike
the balance between the academic challenges and industrial practices. This case study shows that both the efficiency and effectiveness of early supplier involvement in new product development
are not compromised in determining which supplier should be
best involved.
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Ch is an embeddable C/C ⫹⫹ interpreter. It was developed to
allow software developers to use one language, anywhere and
everywhere, for any programming task. Ch supports C99, a latest
C standard ratified in 1999, and contains salient features for two
and three dimensional plotting and numerical computing for applications in engineering and science. Developed in Ch, Ch Control System Toolkit provides a control class with member functions
for object-based interactive modeling, analysis, and design of linear time-invariant control systems. The software package, available for downloading on the web, has been widely used in industry to solve practical engineering problems and in universities for
instructional improvement. The design and implementation of Ch
Control System Toolkit are described in this paper. Two application examples of control system design and analysis using Ch
Control System Toolkit demonstrate its power and simplicity.
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1

Introduction

The modern control engineering design and analysis problems
have grown increasingly complex with both technological breakthroughs and theoretical advances over the last few decades. The
classical methods which heavily rely on pencil and paper are not
capable of solving the problems efficiently. A considerable number of software packages have been developed to bridge the gap
between modern control theory and the software/hardware implementation of the algorithms related to the chosen methodology.
The existing well-known interpretive software packages, such as
MATLAB Control System Toolbox 关1兴, MATRIXx 关2兴, and Mathematica’s Control System Professional 关3兴 are commercially available for the purpose of computer-aided control system design
共CACSD兲. In the program developing process using these software packages, a user typically realizes the algorithms in a program written in these special languages. For example, m-files are
used in MATLAB. In order to speed up loops that cannot be
vectorized and take advantage of previously written code in C and
C⫹⫹, these software packages provide mechanisms to interface
with external C/C⫹⫹ programs. But such interfaces are quite
cumbersome. For example, to invoke C functions from MATLAB,
a user has to add MATLAB interface code to the original C code
and compile them to create MEX file 关4兴.
1
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In addition to commercial software packages, many other
CACSD packages, such as SLICOT Control and System Library
关5兴, Scilab 关6兴, Octave Control System Toolbox 关7兴, and Rlab 关8兴
are available under different open source licenses. The SLICOT
Control and System Library is written in FORTRAN. Applications
using SLICOT library have to be compiled before execution. It
cannot be used to perform interactive design and analysis. When
the parameters of the system change, the result of this change
cannot be observed immediately. The user needs to modify the
source code, recompile it, and run the executable code again. The
Octave Control System Toolbox 共OCST兲 uses a C struct like data
structure to represent systems and allows users to pass a single
variable for each dynamic system passed to OCST functions, regardless of the selected internal representation. Octave provides
some C-style input and output functions, but it cannot integrate C
functions directly.
Recently, Cheng 关9,10兴 has developed Ch which is an embeddable C/C⫹⫹ interpreter. Ch is a superset of C. It supports all
features of the C language standard ratified in 1990. Many new
features such as complex numbers, variable length arrays, IEEE
floating-point arithmetic and type-generic mathematical functions
first implemented in Ch had been adopted in C99, the latest C
standard ratified in 1999. As a result, Ch contains more new features in C99 than most existing C compilers. In addition, Ch supports classes in C⫹⫹ for object-based programming. Furthermore, Ch has built-in support of two and three-dimensional
graphical plotting features and computational arrays for matrix
computation and linear system analysis with advanced numerical
analysis functions based on LAPACK. As a superset of C interpreter, all C programs without any modification can run in Ch
interactively without tedious edit/compile/link/debug cycles,
which greatly simplifies the programming tasks for many
engineering applications.
Taking the advantage of efficient numerical implementation, accuracy, and reliability of Ch, we have developed Ch Control System Toolkit 关11兴 for interactive design and analysis of control
systems. Ch Control System Toolkit is object-based. It provides a
CACSD environment to perform basic control system modeling,
analysis, and design in both time and frequency domain with a
user friendly graphical representation. Most functions in the Ch
Control System Toolkit utilized advanced numerical methods and
control algorithms 关12,13兴. Unlike other interactive CACSD packages, existing C/C⫹⫹ source code can be integrated with
Ch Control System Toolkit application programs without any
modification.
Different from other interactive CACSD packages, Ch Control
System Toolkit is the first interactive CACSD environment not
only developed in the framework of C/C⫹⫹, but also can seamlessly interface with the existing C/C⫹⫹ code. A web-based control system design and analysis system 关14兴 has been developed
using the control class described in this paper. The system is
readily available to use through the web without any software
installation, system configuration and programming. In this paper,
design and implementation of Ch Control System Toolkit are described along with its powerful features. The power and simplicity
of the software system are illustrated by several practical examples of control system design and analysis in both time domain
and frequency domains.

2 Design and Implementation of the Ch Control System Toolkit
2.1 Object-Based Design. A high quality computer-aided
control system analysis and design package should be easily extendible to incorporate new control theories and techniques. This
can be achieved by object-oriented software design 关15兴. The fundamentals of object-oriented methods for computer-aided control
system design have been described and illustrated in 关16兴. Ch
Control System Toolkit is an object-based software package. It is
easy to maintain and extend. A linear time invariant 共LTI兲 system

Copyright © 2003 by ASME
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is modeled as an object of a class named CControl. CControl class
contains both private data and member functions that operate on
the data. The private data members of the class represent the attributes of the system. The functions to perform control system
analysis and design are defined as public member functions of the
class. The data members of the class are designed to contain all
the attributes of three common LTI models in transfer function
共TF兲, zero-pole-gain 共ZPK兲, and state-space 共SS兲. The use of a
single class to represent all LTI system models greatly simplifies
the programming and maintenance of Ch Control System Toolkit
functions, because it is no longer necessary to identify which representation type is being passed in the internal representation.
Member functions are encapsulated in the class, which can avoid
the conflict of name spaces. The extension of Ch Control System
Toolkit can be easily achieved by adding more public functions in
the class.
2.2 Data Structure. The data structure is one of the most
important factors to the success of a complex CACSD software
package. As mentioned above, an LTI system is modeled as a
class named CControl in Ch Control System Toolkit. The data
structure of the CControl class defined in the header file control.h,
with some members omitted for clarity of presentation, is shown
as follows.
class CControl 兵
private:
/ 쐓 private data members 쐓 /
double 쐓 m – Num;
// coefficients of numerator
// coefficients of denominator
double 쐓 m – Den;
double 쐓 m_A;
// matrix A
int m – isdisc; // discrete system flag
double m – ts; // sample time of discrete-time systems
...
/ 쐓 private member functions 쐓 /
// Adjust default response time
int m – adjustRespTime共array double a关:兴, int num1, int num2,
double tol兲;
...
public:
CControl共兲; // constructor
⬃
CControl(); // destructor
int step共class CPlot 쐓 plot, array double &yout, array double
&tout, array double &xout, . . . / 쐓 double tf 쐓 /);
// step response
...
其
The private data members of CControl class contain all information of three common LTI models in TF, ZPK, and SS. The
coefficients of polynomials of the numerator and denominator of
transfer functions; the zeros, poles, and gain of the system; and
the values of system matrices in state-space are stored in arrays in
the system. The addresses of these arrays are recorded by the
private data members of the CControl class. For example, private
data m – Num is a pointer to an array, which stores the coefficients
of a polynomial for the numerator of a transfer function. When a
system is created using one of three models, the Ch Control System Toolkit automatically calculates other two types of models of
the system internally and keeps all information. The other attributes of the systems such as gain and phase margins, crossover
frequencies, discrete or continuous system flag, sampling time of
discrete system, input and output delays, etc. are all defined as
private data members in CControl class. All functions for control
system analysis and design are defined as public member functions in CControl class. They serve as an interface between user’s
applications and control class. Only those member functions can
be used in an application program. For example, to plot a step
response of a system, the public member function step共兲 can be
called in the application program. The private member functions

defined in CControl class are used to support the operations of
other member functions. As an example, the private member function m – adjustRespTime共兲 is aimed to find optimal response time.
Public member functions, such as step共兲, impulse共兲, and initial共兲,
call this private member function to adjust the default response
time according to a specified deviation tolerance.
2.3

Member Functions

2.3.1 Constructor and Destructor. The LTI systems can be
specified by linear time invariant equations in TF, ZPK, and SS
models. The CControl class contains all information of above
three types of models. The constructor of class CControl creates
an empty object of this class. The constructor is a special member
function of a class, which is invoked automatically each time an
object of that class is instantiated. CControl class constructor initializes private data members of the class. The destructor is called
when an object is destroyed. In Ch Control System Toolkit, the
memory allocated for the class is released in the destructor.
2.3.2 Public Member Functions. The program below creates
an LTI system model from its transfer function G(s)⫽ 3/(s 2
⫹2s⫹2) , and plot the step response of the system.
#include 具control.h典
int main共兲 兵
double num关 1 兴 ⫽ 兵 3 其 ;
double den关 3 兴 ⫽ 兵 1, 2, 2 其 ;
class CPlot plot;
class CControl sys;

其

sys.model共‘‘tf,’’ num, den兲;
sys.step共&plot, NULL, NULL, NULL兲;
return 0;

In this program, the first two lines inside function main共兲 declare
two arrays with double data type to store the coefficients of the
numerator polynomial and denominator polynomial s 2 ⫹2s⫹2.
The third line instantiates an object of CPlot class. CPlot is a Ch
class for generating 2D/3D plots. The details of using this plotting
class for customized plotting will be addressed in the subsequent
section. The next line instantiated an object of CControl class with
paramenters of transfer function. Once the system model is constructed, public member functions can be called to perform analysis and design of the control system. In this program, we use
public member function CControl::step共兲 to plot the step response
of the system. The output of step response could be a separate plot
or a data set stored in the computational arrays specified by the
arguments of the member function CControl::step共兲.
2.3.3 Private Member Functions. The private member functions serve as utility functions for the other member functions of
the class. The private member functions cannot be called in user
application programs. For example, the private member function
CControl::m – adjustRespTime共兲 defined in Ch Control System
Toolkit is for adjusting the default response time to an optimal
value. It is obvious that the specified default response time is not
an optimal value for different systems. Ch Control System Toolkit
uses this utility function to find the optimal response time period
for different systems. The function removes the response values
with a small deviation over time in order to increase time interval
with a significant transient response for plotting. All the time response public member functions call this private member function
to adjust the default response time.
2.3.4 Polymorphism. Ch supports polymorphism—the ability that the same function responses differently in different calls
when the number of arguments and the argument data types are
different. This feature provides flexibility and simplicity in the
software implementation. Many member functions in CControl
class are polymorphic member functions. For example, the mem-
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ber function CControl::model共兲 which will be described later is a
polymorphic member function. The number of arguments and argument data type are different when it is used to create different
type of models.
2.4 User Friendly Graphical Presentations. One of the salient features of Ch Control System Toolkit is its user-friendly
graphical presentations. The toolkit can represent analysis and design results graphically using the plotting class. CPlot is a class
for high-level creation and manipulation of two and three dimensional plotting. It allows output visually displayed or exported as
external files with a variety of different file formats including
postscript file, PNG, LaTeX, etc. In Ch Control System Toolkit,
all member functions with plotting features internally invoke
member functions of class CPlot to generate 2D/3D plots. To allow the users to customize a plot, an object of class CPlot needs to
be instantiated. Once a plot object is instantiated, properties such
as title and axis labels can be set by calling member functions of
class CPlot. The address 共a pointer兲 of this object needs to be
passed as an argument to the member functions with plotting features of Ch Control System Toolkit.
If the user wants to create an image file for output rather than
displaying it on the screen, the member function CPlot::outputType共兲 can be used to specify the output format and filename.

3

Functionalities of Ch Control System Toolkit

3.1 System Model Construction. For analysis and design
of a control system using Ch Control System Toolkit, the model of
the system needs to be constructed first. As mentioned before, one
important feature of Ch Control System Toolkit is using a single
class to represent all LTI system models. The different type of
system models can be created by a polymorphic member function
CControl::model共兲. The first argument indicates the type of the
model. The remaining arguments contain the information related
to the model. For example, the statement
sys.model共‘‘tf,’’ num, den兲;
constructs a continuous-time TF model for the system. The first
argument ‘‘tf’’ of a string type indicates that the model to be
created is a transfer function model. The remaining two arguments
num and den are two one-dimensional computational arrays containing the coefficients of the polynomials which represent the
numerator and denominator of the transfer function, respectively.
Based on these information, the TF model can be created readily.
Furthermore, the member function CControl::model共兲 calculates
the values of system matrices in state-space, zeros, poles, and gain
of the system and initializes proper private data members of the
class.
A zero-pole-gain model can be instantiated as below.
sys.model共‘‘zpk,’’ z, p, k兲;
where the first argument ‘‘zpk’’ indicates that the model to be
created is a zero-pole-gain model. The other arguments z, p and k
contain the zeros, poles and gain of the system, respectively.
In Ch Control System Toolkit, both single-input/single-output
共SISO兲 systems and multiple-input/multiple-output 共MIMO兲 systems can be modeled in the state-space model. Typically, the statespace model of a system consists of two first-order differential
vector equations in the form of
ẋ⫽Ax⫹Bu

(1)

y⫽Cx⫹Du

(2)

where vectors x, u, and y are the state, input, and output vectors of
the system, respectively. A state-space model can be created as
follows,
sys.model共‘‘ss,’’ A, B, C, D兲;
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where the first argument ‘‘ss’’ indicates that a state-space model
will be created. The subsequent four arguments are system matrix,
input matrix, output matrix and direct transmission matrix.
A discrete-time system model in TF, ZPK, and SS type can be
created by passing an extra argument representing a sample time
to the member function CControl::model共兲 as illustrated below
sys.model共‘‘tf,’’ num, den, 0.5兲;
In this case, the member function CControl::model共兲 instantiated a
discrete-time system model with a sample time of 0.5 second.
3.2 Retriving System Information. Ch Control System
Toolkit supports multiple model representations such as SS models, TF models, and ZPK models. The internal data structure is
capable of simultaneously representing a given system in all these
three forms. When a system model is created using one of three
models, the Ch Control System Toolkit automatically calculates
other two types of models of the system internally and keeps all
information. The model information and system characteristics
can be retrived by member functions. For example, the member
function CControl::size共兲 can obtain dimensions of output/input/
system matrix for SS models, orders of numerator and denominator for transfer function models, or numbers of zeros and poles for
ZPK models, according to different values of the argument passed
in.
3.3 System Conversions and Model Interconnections. Ch
Control System Toolkit provides the capability of converting from
continuous to discrete, discrete to continuous, and discrete to discrete systems. It also provides the state-space transformations. A
fairly complete set of interconnecting member functions is also
available to perform model interconnection in series, parallel,
and feedback. It also contains member functions for system reduction such as minimal realization of the system and pole-zero
cancellation.
3.4 Design and Analysis in Time and Frequency Domains.
Ch Control System Toolkit provides a group of member functions
to compute the time responses of step input, impulse input, even
arbitrary inputs, and initial conditions for both SISO and MIMO
systems. The output responses of these functions can be displayed
by either a plot or a data set passed through arguments. In the
frequency domain, Ch Control System Toolkit can also generate
commonly used frequency response in Bode, Nyquist and Nichols
plots; calculate the bandwidth, DC gain, gain and phase margins
of an SISO system for system dynamics and stability analysis.
3.5 Root-Locus Design. The locations of the roots of the
characteristic equation, which are the closed-loop poles, in the
s-plane will affect the transient-response features of the system. It
also determines the system stability. The root locus is a technique
which shows how changes in one of a system’s parameters will
change the pole positions and thus change the system’s dynamic
response. Although the parameter could be any parameter which
enters the equation linearly, the root locus is most commonly used
to study the effect of loop gain variations. Ch Control System
Toolkit offers a member function rlocus共兲 to calculate and plot the
root locus of an SISO system when the loop gain k varies from 0
to ⬁.
3.6 Design and Analysis in State-Space. State-space
method is a modern control system design and analysis method.
The controllability and observability are important structural
properties of a control system. If there exists an input array U(t)
that will take the states of the system from any initial state X 0 to
any desired final state X f in a finite time interval, the system is
controllable. Normally, the controllability matrix can be easily
used to determine the controllability of the system. In Ch Control
System Toolkit, the member function CControl::ctrb共兲 can construct the controllability matrix of the system. The member function CControl::obsv共兲 can be used to calculate the observability
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matrix of the system. The controllability and observability gramians can be calculated by the member functions CControl::gram共兲.
The positions of the closed-loop poles will affect the system’s
dynamic response. For a system presented by the SS model with
the linear state feedback regulator control law defined as u
⫽⫺kx, the closed loop poles are eigenvalues of matrix
A1 ⫽A⫺BK

(3)

To make the system more stable and have the desired time response characteristics, the user can first select desired pole locations, and then find the gain vector k which moves these poles to
the desired locations. This technique is known as pole placement.
The member function CControl::acker共兲 and CControl::place共兲 can
be used for pole placement. It is recommended that using
member function CControl::acker共兲 for SISO systems and
CControl::place共兲 for MIMO systems.
3.7 Optimal Control System Design and Equation Solvers
Ch Control System Toolkit provides two functions, CControl::lqr共兲 and CControl::dlqr共兲, for designing linear-quadratic
共LQ兲 state-feedback regulator for continuous-time and discretetime plants, respectively. The member function CControl::lyap共兲
can be used to solve continuous-time Lyapunov equations in both
general and special forms.

4

Salient Features of Ch Control System Toolkit

Fig. 1 Initial response of the system.
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CÕC¿¿ Compatible Ch Control System Toolkit is the first interactive CACSD environment developed in the framework of
C/C⫹⫹. We believe that it is the simplest possible solution for
control system design and analysis in the sprit of C/C⫹⫹. It can
seamlessly interface existing C/C⫹⫹ code in either source code
or binary static/dynamical libraries without re-compilation. This
allows users to take advantage of a large body of existing
C/C⫹⫹ programs and speeds up the design and implementation
process of control systems. For example, graphical user interface
in X11/Motif, Windows, GTK⫹ and 3D graphics in OpenGL,
computer vision in OpenCV, data acquisition in NI-DAQ and motion control in NI-Motion are readily available for application
development. Ch Control System Toolkit enables users to do modeling, analysis, design, and real-time implementation of control
systems all in one language.

1. Find the feedback gain K that places the closed-loop poles at
s⫽⫺1,⫺1,⫺1⫹ j,⫺1⫺ j.
2. Find the response of the closed-loop system to an initial
condition of x 1 ⫽0.175.
The program below can be used to solve this problem. At the
beginning of the program, we declare four computational arrays
A, B, C, and D with double data type to store the values of
open-loop system matrices. The array k is used to store the feedback gains of the control law. Array p is the desired poles of the
closed-loop system. Array A1 is the system matrix A1 of the
closed-loop system in Eq. 共3兲. Array x0 is the initial values of the
state variables. After array declarations, the object of CPlot class
is instantiated for initial response. The line

Object-Oriented Ch Control System Toolkit is an objectoriented control toolkit. Class CControl encapsulates the information of three common LTI models and the interface of Ch Control
System Toolkit. Using a single class to represent different types of
LTI models greatly simplifies the application programs and the
maintenance of control toolkit. The functionarities of Ch Control
System Toolkit can be easily extended by defining more public
functions of CControl class.

creates a system model based on the open-loop system matrices.
After calling the acker共兲 member function, a feedback gain vector
is found and it can be used to calculate the closed-loop system
matrix A1. Then, the closed-loop system model is created by matrices A1, B, C, and D. Once the closed-loop system is instantiated, the initial response of the closed-loop system can be plotted
by the member functions initial共兲 shown in Fig. 1. Since only the
plot is needed, the arguments yout, tout, and xout in the member function initial共兲 for the output of initial response, time vector,
and state trajectories, respectively, are set to NULL.

Embeddable Taking the advantage of embeddable feature of
Ch, Ch Control System Toolkit can be embedded in a C/C⫹⫹
application program within the same process to perform robust
control system design and analysis.
Portable Ch Control System Toolkit is platform independent. A
program, developed using Ch Control System Toolkit in one
platform, can be executed in other platforms without any
modification.
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sys0.model共‘‘ss,’’ A, B, C, D兲;

#include 具control.h典
#define NUMX 4
#define NUMU 1
#define NUMY 1

// order of space-state
// number of input
// number of output

int main共兲 兵

Application Examples

Ch Control System Toolkit provides a set of member functions
for control system analysis and design. Two examples in this section illustrate how to use Ch Control System Toolkit to design and
analyze control systems both in time and frequency domains.
Example 1. Consider the system expressed in state–space Eqs.
共1兲 and 共2兲 with the values of the matrices given below.
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering

array double A关 NUMX兴关 NUMX兴 ⫽ 兵 0,
1,
0,
⫺0.5,

1,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
0,
0,

0,
0,
1,
0其;

array double B关 NUMX兴关 NUMU兴 ⫽ 兵 0, 1, 0, ⫺1 其 ;
array double C关 NUMY兴关 NUMX兴 ⫽ 兵 0, 0, 1, 0 其 ;
array double D关 1 兴关 1 兴 ⫽ 兵 0 其 ;
array double K关 1 兴关 NUMX兴 ;
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Fig. 3 Root locus of the system.

Fig. 2 Bode plot of the system.

其

array double complex p[NUMX]
⫽ 兵 ⫺1, -1, complex(⫺1,1), complex(⫺1,⫺1) 其 ;
array double A1 关 NUMX兴关 NUMX兴 ;
array double x0 关 NUMX兴 ⫽ 兵 0.175, 0, 0, 0 其 ;
class CPlot plotinitial;
class CControl sys0;
class CControl sys;
sys0.model共‘‘ss,’’ A, B, C, D兲;
sys0.acker共K, p兲;
printf(‘‘K⫽%fn’’, K);
A1⫽A⫺B쐓 K;
sys.model共‘‘ss’’, A1, B, C, D兲;
sys.initial共&plotinitial, NULL, NULL, NULL, x0兲;
return 0;

The feedback gain K as output of the above program is
K⫽12.000000 16.000000 4.000000 12.000000
Example 2. For the system with following open-loop transfer
function (s⫹2) 2 /s 2 (s⫹20)(s 2 ⫹6s⫹25)
1. Sketch the Bode plot magnitude and phase.
2. Sketch the root locus of the system.
The system is given by a transfer function. The numerator of
transfer function is the multiplication of two first order polynomials. We declare two arrays to contain the coefficients of these
polynomials. The coefficients of the numerator are stored in array
num. Similarly, the denominator of transfer function consists of
two polynomials of s 3 ⫹20s 2 and s 2 ⫹6s⫹25. The two arrays of
den1 and den2 are declared to store the coefficients of these two
polynomials. The array den is used to store the coefficients of the
denominator polynomial of the transfer function. The two objects
plotbode and plotrlocus of CPlot class are used for Bode and root
locus plots. Function call
conv共c, x, y兲;
calculates the convolution c of two arrays x and y. If x and y are
two vectors of polynomial coefficients, the convolution of x and y
is equivalent to the multiplication of these two polynomials. The
next line

similar to CControl::grid共兲. It adds and removes grid lines in
s-plane. The syntax of member function CControl::bode共兲 for a
Bode plot is shown below.
sys.bode共plot, mag, phase, wout, wmin, wmax兲;
The first argument plot is an object of Ch CPlot class. Arrays
mag and phase contain the returned magnitude 共in decibels兲 and
phase 共in degrees兲 of the frequency response corresponding to the
frequencies in wout 共in rad/sec兲. The last two arguments, wmin
and wmax, explicitly specify the frequency range to be used for
the plot. In this example, the arguments wmin and wmax are
absent. As a result, the default frequency range is used for the
Bode plot. Since only Bode plot is required, the arguments mag,
phase, and wout are set to NULL. The syntax of member function CControl::rlocus共兲 is as follows.
sys.rlocus共plot, r, kout兲;
The first argument is the same as the member function CControl::bode共兲. The argument kout is array of reference containing selected gains by users or by default. The argument r is array of
reference containing the complex roots corresponding to gains in
argument kout. The program for this example is shown below
with output in Figs. 2 and 3.
#include 具control.h典
#define
#define
#define
#define

int main共兲 兵
double num1 关 M1 兴 ⫽ 兵 1, 2 其 ;
double num2 关 M2 兴 ⫽ 兵 1, 2 其 ;
double den1 关 N1 兴 ⫽ 兵 1, 20, 0, 0 其 ;//s ˆ 2(s⫹20)⫽s ˆ 3⫹20s ˆ 2
double den2 关 N2 兴 ⫽ 兵 1, 6, 25其 ;
double num关 M1⫹M2⫺1 兴 ;
double den关 N1⫹N2⫺1 兴 ;
class CPlot plotbode, plotrlocus;
class CControl sys;

sys.model共‘‘tf’’, num, den兲;
constructs a transfer function model of the system. The member
function CControl::grid共兲 adds or removes grid lines for regular
plots or Nyquist plot. It has only one argument as shown below.
int grid共int flag兲;
If flag is set to 1, the grid lines are turned on. Otherwise, the grid
lines are turned off. The member function CControl::sgrid共兲 is
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M1 2
M2 2
N1 4
N2 3

其

conv共num, num1, num2兲;
conv共den, den1, den2兲;
sys.model共‘‘tf’’, num, den兲;
sys.grid共1兲;
sys.sgrid共1兲;
sys.bode共&plotbode, NULL, NULL, NULL兲;
sys.rlocus共&plotrlocus, NULL, NULL兲;
return 0;
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Conclusions

An object-based interactive control system toolkit has been developed in Ch—a C/C⫹⫹ interpreter. The Ch Control System
Toolkit supports most classical and modern control techniques and
provides a fairly complete set of member functions for control
system design and analysis. It is able to represent three commonly
used LTI models of TF, ZPK, and SS in a single object of CControl class. The member functions of Ch Control System Toolkit
allow users to interconnect models, perform system transformations and conversions, time/frequency domain analysis and design, root-locus design, state-space analysis and design, and optimal control system design. The object-based design method
makes Ch Control System Toolkit easy to extend and maintain. A
Ch program using Ch Control System Toolkit can integrate seamlessly with existing C/C⫹⫹ programs or embedded in other
C/C⫹⫹ application programs to speed up the design and analysis
of control systems. The software is available for downloading on
the web 关14兴.
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